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Jesus could walk on water. Muhammed 
proclaimed that the great Jihad happens within; 
he who can resist temptation shall be rewarded. 
Buddha did not sleep for seven days in order to 
be able to meditate. “That means Jesus must 
have had blind faith in order to achieve what he 
did", says Bollebakker. “Muhammed taught his 

followers to achieve their own dreams and 
Buddha had the tenacity to follow his beliefs. 
So now you have the three elements which form 
the basis for any scientist. In order to develop 
my theory, I needed these elements desperately. 
So you see, science and religion go hand in hand. 
They are closely interconnected.”
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ALFRED BOLLEBAKKER USED THE MOST 

WIDE-SPREAD WORLD RELIGIONS 

AS A BASIS FOR WHAT HAS BECOME 

HIS "BLUE SWAN THEORY". TIME TO LET 

THE WORLD KNOW ABOUT HIS THEORY 

WHICH STATES THAT, WITH A POSITIVE 

OUTLOOK ON LIFE, YOU WILL ATTRACT 

YOUR OWN LUCK. “IN THEORY, IT COULD 

EVEN BRING US WORLD PEACE. 

NOW THAT'S A THOUGHT FOR CHRISTMAS, 

AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED.”

ALFRED 
BOLLEBAKKER 
BRINGS PEACE 
ON EARTH 

RELIGION AND SCIENCE FORM 
THE BASIS FOR HIS BLUE SWAN THEORY 

Personal dream
Alfred Bollebakker needed much confidence, enthusiasm 
and perseverance to develop the Blue Swan Theory. Bollebakker: 
“I'm a researcher. In 2001, I started looking for something I didn't 
even know existed. My dream was to simplify everything, 
for everyone. How? I didn't know. It took me six years to come up 
with a rough outline of a theory. And now, another six years later, 
after a multitude of different tests, I can prove that my theory 
works and I am finally able to implement it all over the world. 
The Blue Swan theory truly works; I have experienced this myself 
on several projects. If you are open to opportunities and invest 
in them, it directs luck your way.”

World Trade Ports
Bollebakker links his theory to the World Trade Ports he is 
currently setting up in several locations all over the world. 
Here, he unites new ideas, financiers and companies, so that 
new projects can be started at any conceivable location. 
“These WTPs are the gateways to peace, as they make dreams 
come true. Isn't that great after so many years of war? 

There is a whole world hidden behind the Blue Swan theory which 
unites the faiths and sciences such that new developments and 
discoveries can be promoted.”
Even extremists can now turn to a different lifestyle, says Bol-
lebakker. “Take the Muslims. Their leader helped me to discover 
the Blue Swan. Muhammed himself said that the Islamic people 
should devote themselves to their own dream. If they do not do 
this, they are in fact deserting their own leader. They must start 
the quest to find their own dream and achieve it. Once they realize 
that, the Blue Swan theory will grow bigger and bigger. Please 
note that there is nothing wrong with extremism, as long as it is 
not at the expense of others. Jesus was the biggest extremist of 
them all: he sacrificed himself, saving everyone in the process.”

A present to the world
“Each religion added something to science. After Muhammed the 
Great had spread the Jihad, Arabic culture blossomed. The Arabs 
were far ahead in the field of mathematics. The statements of the 
great leaders have not been the basis for my studies for nothing. 
That is why the different religions need not actually be in each 
other's way; together the religions   gave the world a present, the 
present of the Blue Swan. By way of the 3,000 WTPs, luck will soon 
start coming everyone's way.”
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"  If you are open
 to opportunities
 and invest in them,
 it directs luck
 your way "

VOC business and lifestyle magazine is the translation for  a Dutch business community  
magazine called VOC zaken &  lifestyle magazine.
(www.voczakenenlifestylemagazine.nl)


